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INTRODUCTION 
Recent theories of the Non-commutative Stochastic Integral have 
indicated that it is a kind of vector Riemann-Stieltjes integral. In [6] 
Bartle develops a bilinear vector integral which at first sight appears to be 
a natural setting for the non-commutative Stochastic Integral. However, in 
[2, remarks following 7: 181 it was shown that the Non-commutative 
Stochastic Integral could not be obtained using Bartle’s vector integral. In 
this paper we show that by weakening a few of the requirements of Bartle’s 
theory (on [w + ) and abstracting some of the structure employed in [2], we 
get an integration theory on Iw+ which has as special cases each of the 
integrals described in [2-51, and reduces to Bartle’s integral in a special 
case, thus unifying these distinct theories. 
1. NOTATIONS 
We shall set up our integration theory using a particular field 9 of sub- 
sets of (w +. The use of this field is not essential. What is required is a field 
consisting of sets which are finite unions of intervals, usually of some given 
type, e.g., left open and right closed. So let 9 be the field of subsets of 
[0, T], T> 0, comprising finite unions of subintervals of [0, T]. The inter- 
vals may be with or without a particular endpoint. Let p be a finitely 
additive set function on 9 with values in a linear space Y. Let X be a nor- 
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med space and (X,), TV E [O, T], an increasing family of subspaces of x (see 
7.1 of [2]). We suppose that there is a bilinear multiplication Xx Y-+ 2, 
where Z is a Banach space. Bartle develops his theory using the 
semivariation of p with respect to X, which for E E 9 is defined as 
IElI = sup c xi@, 3 
Ii I 
(1.01) 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions of E in 9 into a fmite 
number of disjoint sets Ei and finite collections (x,} with ( x,) < 1. We shall 
work with the right-belated semivariation of ,u with respect to (A’,). For 
E E 9 this is defined as 
lIEIt b = sup c xi@, 
I I I 
(1.02) 
but now the supremum is taken over all partitions of E into a finite number 
of disjoint intervals E,, in 9, and all collections {xi> with Vix, E X,,t,, and 
(x, I ,< 1. It may at times be necessary to emphasise the dependence of (1 . 11 b 
upon p. In this case we will write )I * 11:: rather than 1) . lib. 
Remarks. (i) We restrict our attention to [0, T] rather than R+ to 
avoid technical difficulties associated with infinite measure spaces. 
(ii) In t-63 the linear space Y is normed and multiplication satisfies 
1 xy 1~ k 1 x 1 1 y I, k > 0. We have not found these assumption necessary for 
the general theory. However, these conditions are realised and utilised in 
some of the applications of our theory (see Section 4). 
(iii) The bilinear multiplication Xx Y + Z is represented above as 
xy. The order in which we write x and y in the product is of course quite 
arbitrary: xy just means the product of x and y. It may be that in a specific 
situation xy and yx make (possibly quite different) sense. The formalism 
for products we have adopted can deal with both cases at once. However, 
we feel that it will make matters clearer if a distinction between xy and yx 
is maintained. Thus if there is a natural bilinear multiplication Y x X+ Z’, 
where Z’ is a Banach space (possibly different from Z), we would then 
work with the left-belated semivariation of p with respect to (X,), defined 
by, EEL%-, 
(1.03) 
The supremum is taken as in (1.02). We shall develop the theory using the 
right-belated semivariation leaving the reader to work through the “left- 
belated” results. 
In the next few sections we discuss measurability and integrability with 
respect to (( . [lb. Essentially all that we do is to reformulate Section 1, 2, 
and 3 of [6] using the belated semivariation instead of the semivariation. 
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Proofs are sketched so that the reader may see how the belated 
semivariation takes over the role of the semivariation. Since we shall refer 
to [0, T] very often we shall write T for [0, 7’1. 
2. SIMPLE PROCESSES AND MEASURABILITY 
First we develop some of the properties of the right-belated semi- 
variation. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let E E 9; then 
(i) lIEI G IJEll, 
(ii) I/ . Jib is monotone and subadditive on 9. 
Proox (i) Let {E,} c S be a partition of E and {x1} c X be such that 
Vi Ix, I < 1 and xl~XInrE,. Then by definition of llE\l, Ix, x,pE,( < I/E(I. 
Taking the appropriate supremum on the left-hand side confirms the result. 
(ii) Let E, FE 9 and suppose that En F= @. Let (G,} be a par- 
tition of E u F into a finite number of disjoint intervals. Let {x1} be such 
that Vi X,E XlnlC, and Ix,\<1 and set E,=EnG,, F,=FnG,. Now for a 
fixed i, E, = (J, E,, where {E,} is a finite number of disjoint intervals. We 
note that x, E XInlE ‘/ for each j. Similarly F, = (J, F, and x, E XInrf;, for each j. 
Now {E, } is a partition of E into intervals and (F,, > a similar partition of 
F. Hence 
Thus II E u FII b < (I El\ b + (I FIlb. To prove the monotonicity take E, FE 3J 
and suppose that E c_ F. Let {E,) be a partition of E into intervals and 
(xi} such that Vi xi E X,nfE, and lx, I < 1. Let {Gi} be a partition of F\%E 
into intervals. Then 
Taking the appropriate supremum on the left-hand side gives the result. 
Q.E.D. 
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We can extend 1) * I( b to all subsets of T. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let AGT. We define IIAllb by )IA1(b=inf{llEllb: 
E E 9 E 2 A}. It is straightforward to show that )I . I( b extended in this way 
is monotone and subadditive. We shall call A pb-null (“p-flat null”) if 
[IA )( b = 0. A property P(s) will be said to hold pb-almost everywhere if )I {s: 
not P(s) > I( b = 0. 
Remark. We shall see later that an alternative definition of (IAllb for 
arbitrary A c T is often desirable; cf. 2.11 onwards. 
2.3. DEFINITION. (i) A map JT+X is a process if f(S)EX3,, SET, 
where Ys is the closure of X, in X 
(ii) A process is elementary if it has the form xx,(s), where Z is an 
interval and (III) b < cc and x E Xiorl. 
(iii) A process is simple if it is a linear combination of elementary 
processes with disjoint supports. 
(iv) For a simple process f we define the integral in the usual way. 
Suppose f(s) = x, xxi(s). Then for E E 9, 
One can verify that the integral of a simple process is independent of its 
representation as a sum of elementary processes. We denote the set of sim- 
ple processes on EEL by Y(E). We draw attention to the following, 
which is a counterpart to Bartle’s Lemma 1. 
2.4. LEMMA. (i) For E E 9, Y(E) is a linear space under pointwise 
operations. 
(ii) For a fixed EE 9 the map Y(T) 3 f + SE f dp E z is a linear map- 
ping. 
(iii) For a fixed f E Y(T) the map F 3 E + SE f dp E z is an additive 
function. 
(iv) Zf fEY(T) and @ME&!+): (VsEEET)Jf(s)I<M then 
IjEfdA GMIIEIIb. 
Proof: (i) Note that processes form a linear space. The rest is a 
routine argument. Parts (ii) and (iii) may be verified by copying the proofs 
from classical measure theory, e.g., [lo]. 
(iv) This follows directly from the definition of the integral and the 
definition of II . Jib (multiply by M/M). Q.E.D. 
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We are now able to mimic the construction of the integral given in Sec- 
tion 2 of [6]. Following Bartle we make the following definition. 
2.5. DEFINITION. (i) Let f. g,, g,,... be functions T -+ X. We say that 
(g,) converges to f #‘- (read this as p-flat) almost everywhere on a set 
EEF if there is a set A&E with I\Aj(*=O and VSE E\,A, g,(s)-+f(s) in 
norm. 
(ii) Letf, g,, g,,... be functions T -+ X. We say that ( gn) converges to 
f #‘-almost uniformly on EE 9 if Ve > 0 3A c T: IfA I/’ <E and the con- 
vergence is uniform on E\A. 
(iii) Letf, g,, g,,... be functions T + X. We say that (g,) converges to 
fin pb-measure on a set E E 9 if YE > 0, 
II(s~E:lf(s)-g,(s)l>,&)II~~O asn+ 3~‘. 
(iv) A function J T +X is said to be #-measurable if there is a 
sequence of simple processes converging to fin $‘-measure on T. 
We shall use the abbreviations a.e. (almost everywhere) and a.u. (almost 
uniform). The various notions relate as one might expect. We have, for 
instance, 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let E E 9 andf, f,, fi ,... be pb-measurable. 
(i) If fn -+ f pb- a.u. on E then f,, -+ f in ph-measure on E. 
(ii) if fn -tf pb-a. u. on E rhen f, + f pub-a.e. on E. 
Proof. Use monotonicity and subadditivity of )I . I) h and copy the usual 
proofs of these results. Q.E.D. 
If we have countable subadditivity of II . Ilb then we can recover another 
familiar result. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let f, f, ,f2,... be processes and let 11 . 11 b be countab!, 
subadditive on the power set of T. If (f,,) converges to f in pb-measure, then 
some subsequence converges to f pb-a.e. 
Proof If f,, +f in pb-measure then Vm E N 3N,:Vn>,N, 
Il(s: If(s)-f,(s)1 >2-“)llb<2-m. Consider (fN,). Let H= 
{s:f&Js) +f (s)}. If SE H 31 >e(s)>O: Vm 3k>,m: JfNk(s)-f(s)1 >,E(s). 
So for each m such that E(S) > 2-” there is k such that (fNk(s) -f(s)1 2 
E(S) > 2-” > 2-k > 2-“‘k. Hence s E {s: If,,(s) -f (s)l > 2-“k}. So for each 
m such that E(s)>~-~, s E Ukarn {s: IfNk(s)-f(s)1 32-NL) = A,; i.e., 
VSE H 3M:Vm>M SE A,,,. But (A,) is a decreasing sequence of sets so 
that Vm (H G A). Hence 
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k=m 
using monotonicity and countable subadditivity. go H is a (1 . (lb null set. 
Q.E.D. 
2.8. COROLLARY. If (1 . I( b is countably subadditive and f: T + X is ub- 
measurable then for pb- almost every s E T, f(s) E X*,, where xs denotes the 
closure of X, in X, that is, f is a process ,ub-a.e. 
Proof By 2S(iv) there is a sequence of simple processes converging tof 
in yb-measure. By 2.7 some subsequence converges pb-almost everywhere. 
The result follows because YS is closed and the sequence consist of 
processes. Q.E.D. 
2.9. Control Measure. It is natural to ask under what conditions coun- 
table subadditivity of 11 1: is assured. Our work in [2-4] has indicated that 
countable subadditivity and some other very desirable properties of (I . 11: 
will hold if there is a “control measure” for ,u. To be precise, that there is an 
extended real valued countably additive set function, v, defined on 9 with 
the property that v(E) + 0 Z- llE[l, b + 0 for E E Y. The existence of such a 
measure allows us to extend (( . 11: from 9 to the v-measurable subsets of T 
in a manner different from that of 2.2. The result of this is to widen the 
class of integrable functions and we shall indicate why a little later. First we 
look at countable subadditivity. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose that u is finitely additive on F. Let v be a 
countably additive positive real valued set function on F and f: R + + R + 
some function continuous at 0 E R. Suppose further that VE E 9, 
I141b<f(W). Then Il. II ’ is countably subadditive on 9. 
Proof: Let E, El, E2,... be elements of B with E = Un E, E 9. As 
E = (E\U;= 1 E,) u (U,“= , E,,) then by finite additivity 
IIEllb~ IjE. \.Q, Enii’+ ll.Q, Enilb, 
which by hypothesis is 
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Now &\U;= 1 En 10 as m t , v( . ) is continuous from above at 0 and f is 
continuous at zero. So I( . (1 bis countably subadditive on 9. Q.E.D. 
Remarks on Proposition 2.10. (i) Countable subadditivity can quickly 
break down outside of 9. If X = Y = Z = X, = [0, T] and p is Lebesgue 
measure on 9 then E = Q n [0, T] is countable, E = {x, : n E N ), say. 
Clearly E = Un {x,} and 11 {xn} 11: = 0 thus x,, I( {x,,} II”, = 0. However, the 
smallest element of 9 containing E is [0, r]; thus II Elf, = T. We can see 
that )I 11; is not countably subadditive outside of 8. 
(ii) We shall be concerned with the case when v is continuous with 
respect to Lebesgue measure and f(x) = Cx”*, C some positive constant. 
Clearly v is a control measure for p. 
Now we consider extending II . lib from 9 to all subsets of T when a con- 
trol measure exists. We will consider the particular case when the control 
measure is 1, Lebesgue measure. In our examples in Section 4 the control 
measure is often different from A but it is always I-continuous. The dis- 
cussion should make it clear that the use of A is not essential. 
2.11. DEFINITION. (i) Let O(9)= {E: E=U, E,, E,r, E,E%}, i.e., 
outer sets in [IO, T]. 
(ii) For EEO(~) define IIEll~=lim,, jlE,ll~, where (E,)c9, and 
En t E. 
2.12. PROPOSITION. For EEO(F), IIEll: is well defined. If EEL then 
II El1 f’, = II El1 >. Moreover II II 2 is monotone and countably subadditive on 
O(9). 
Proof. If E, t ET F,, and E,, F,, E 9, n = 1,2 ,..., then, as F,, = 
(F, n E,) u (F,\E,) and II . 11: is monotone and subadditive, we have 
But E\E,, 2 F,,\E, and E, t E, so F,,\E, 10 and hence I(F,,\E,) JO. Thus 
llF,,\E,Jl~-0. So lim,IIF,,n E,Il~=lim,IIF,IIb,. Hence lim,IIF~F,l~= 
lim, llE,llf’,. 
It is now clear that if E E 9 then II Eli: = 11 El12 by taking the sequence 
E,=E.IfE,F~O(~)andEcFandE,fE,F,,fFthenE,uF,,~~and 
E,uF,,tF. Soas E,zE,uF,, then IIEll~=lirn,IIE,Il::~lirn,IIE,uF,(I~= 
llF[l~ by the first part. It is clear that II 11: is finitely subadditive. Suppose 
E, E O(9), E, disjoint, and E = lJn E,. Then E E O(5). Suppose 
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6, = UmGmm where G,,E~ and G,,fE, as rnT. Let H,=Uf,=,G,“. 
Then H, t E as rt and, by disjointness of the E,‘s, 
IlHdlb,G i IIGnll;< i llE.ll~~n~l lIEnIl;. 
n=l fl=l 
Taking the limit on the left-hand side gives the result. Q.E.D. 
2.13. DEFINITION. Let A~T.IIAII~=inf(IIEll~:E2A, EEO(~)). 
With this extension of I( * II E we can define ~%rull sets, convergence #%z.u., 
and convergence in @-measure just as in 2.5 but with 11 . 112 replacing 
(( * (1:. The results corresponding to 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 will hold. 
For our examples in Section 4 we will need the following results and 
their variants with 1 replaced by some I continuous measure. 
2.14. PROPOSITION. Suppose that E E S * l/El/E d A(E)‘12. Then for any 
Lebesgue-measurable set F c T, II FII: < l(F) ‘I’. 
Proof: Let E E O(8) and 9 E E, t E; then 
IIEll:=lim IlE,lj~ali~ 1(E,)‘12=A(E)‘/2. 
” 
so 
))F)I>=inf(/)EIJb,“: EE O(9), E?Ff < inf A(E)“2=4F)1’2. Q.E.D. 
E2F 
EE O(S) 
2.15. PROPOSITION. II - II $ is countalby subadditive on the power set of T. 
ProoJ: Let E > 0. Let E, E,, n = 1, 2 ,..., be subsets of T with {E,} dis- 
joint. Let F,E O(9), F,,zE,, }lF,II?< ((E,(($+E/~“. Let F=U,F,,. Note 
that {F,,} is not necessarily a disjoint family. We have FE O(F)), I;? E. 
Now if G, = F,, G, = F,\F,, G, = F,\F,\F,, and so on, then {G,} is a dis- 
joint family of outer sets with union F. By 2.12 then 
G f (II&II~+W). Q.E.D. 
n=l 
If p is “controlled” by 1 (e.g., as in 2.14) it follows that any I-measurable 
function is also ,&measurable because convergence in A-measure implies 
convergence in p ‘O-measure. If we did not extend II * 11: to II . 112 when a con- 
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trol measure was present then our integration theory would be 
unnecessarily limited, as the following example illustrates. Suppose that, in 
the notation of Section 1, [0, r] = X= Y = Z = X, for a E [O, r] and that 
p is Lebesgue measure on 8. Let g = xco,rln o, where Cl denotes the 
rational numbers. Since p = A. on 9 it follows that \JA II> = A(A) for 
Lebesgue-measurable A g [0, T] and hence that g is @-measurable. 
However g is nor #‘-measurable, as can be seen by examining a sequencce 
( gn) of simple processes (step functions!) converging to g in .$-measure. 
For if g, +g in #-measure then there is NE N such that n >, N gives 
IlhL-gl >i,II”, <Q. So there is FEN with Fz{lg,-gl>$} and 
1(F)<i. We consider (g,-gl on [0, T]\,F. We have Ig,--gl<i on 
[0, T]\F. Now g, is just a step function and [0, T]\F is a finite union of 
intervals at least one of which has positive A-measure. It follows that there 
is an interval ZC_ [0, 7’]\F with A(Z) >O on which g, is constant and 
( g, - g ( d g, which is impossible because In Q # 0 and r\Q # 0. 
In the next section we discuss integration theory. We will write IIEllb for 
the belated semivariation of a set E E T, which may be defined either as in 
2.2 or, if a control measure exists, as in 2.13. 
3. THE BELATED INTEGRAL: GENERAL THEORY 
In this section we prove the counterparts to Bartle’s theorems l-5. The 
proofs are taken from Bartle where possible. 
3.1. DEFINITION. (i) Let f: T + X be pb-measurable and let (f”) be a 
sequence of simple processes converging to fin pub-measure. We say that f is 
pb-integrable over T if (fn) can be chosen so that 
(a) V’E>O 36>0: EE 4 and IIEllb<6 then \dnI~,f,d~I <E. 
(b) V’E>O 3F~9 with IIFllb<cn and if GEM, GcT\F, then 
W~cMPI <E. 
(ii) Let E E 9 andf be pb-measurable. We say that f is pb-integrable 
over E if f. xE is pb-integrable over T. 
3.2. Remark. We shall say that a sequence of simple processes (f,) 
defines a function f if f,, + f in pb-measure. If in addition f happens to be 
integrable we will suppose, unless otherwise stated, that (fn) satisfies the 
conditions a, b of Definition 3.1(i). Note that if 11. lib is defined as in 2.13 
then the class of measurable processes is larger than that given by 2.2. The 
class of integrable functions given by 3.1 is then, accordingly, larger. 
Integration over sets outside of 9 will be dealt with in another publication. 
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3.3. THEOREM. Let f be pb-integrable and let (f,) be a sequence of simple 
processes &j?ningJ: For each E E 8, (SE f, dp) is a Cauchy sequence in Z. 
We denote the limit by SE f dp” and call it the p-belated integral off over E. 
The limit exists uniformly for E E 9. The p-belated integral off over R is 
independent of the sequence of simple processes that define f: 
Proof: Since (fn) converges to f in pb-measure it is Cauchy in ,u~- 
measure, i.e., Vr>O, vt>o, IN(t) E N: m, n B N(t), then 
II{s: If,(s)-fm(s)I >rlll ’ < t. Let E > 0 and choose 6 > 0 as in 3.l(i, a) and 
F, as in 3.l(i. b). Taking r = s/( 1 + llF,ll b, and t = 6 our first remark 
indicates that there is NE N such that if m, n 2 N are fixed then the set 
G= (s: If,(s)-f”(s)1 as/(1 + IIFJb)} E 9 and llGllb<6. Moreover if 
s$G then Ifn(s)-fm(s)I <s/(1 + [IFJIb). Let EEL. We can write E 
as a disjoint union of sets in 9 as follows: E= 
(En G) u ((E\G) A Fe;,) u (E\(G u F,)). Hence by 2.4(iii) and the triangle 
inequality, 
Now IlEn GJI b < llG[l b < 6 and so the terms involving En G are strictly less 
than E (3.1(i), a). Also E\(Gu F,) EE\F,; hence the terms involving 
E\(G u F,) are strictly less than E (3.1(i), b). Finally by 2.4(iv) and the fact 
that (E\G) n F, E T\G 
by monotonicity of I( * lib. This shows that (jEfndp) is Cauchy in Z and that 
the limit exists uniformly for EE 9. Suppose now that ( fn) and (g,) are 
sequences of simple processes defining f: It is easily verified that the 
sewen= (fi, gl,f2, g2,... ) satisfies 3.1(i), a, b and hence that SE f dpb = 
lim, SE fn 4 = lim, jE g, &. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In 2.5 we defined convergence in pb-measure for functions 
g: T + X. Now in 3.1 we take a pb-measurable f defined by simple processes 
(f,). Definition 3.1 still makes sense if we replace f by some function g 
which is the limit in pb-measure of simple functions (g,) satisfying 3.l(a, b). 
One might think that we could extend the pb-integral to such g using 3.3 
appropriately moditied. This is not the case, for 3.3 fails if the (g,) are not 
processes. For an example of this, see Section 4.2. 
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3.4. THEOREM. (i) If EEL then the set of functions which are pb- 
integrable over E form a linear space under pointwise operations. We denote 
this space by lb(E). The map 
Ib(E) 3 f -, s, f dp% Z 
is a linear mapping. 
(ii) ZffEZb(T) the map 
&FEE+ 
s 
fdpbEZ 
E 
is an additive function. 
(iii) rffeIb(T) then 
(iv) Iff E Zb(T), VE > 0, 3E, E 9: G c T\E, then 
Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) use 2.4 and some routine methods. To prove 
(iii) we use the uniformity of the limit established in 3.3. Let E>O. If (1;1) 
define f then for a large enough fixed n E N we have 
Let M be a bound for { 1 fn (s)l: SET}. By 2.4(iv), VEER, IjEfdpbl< 
q’2 + MllEll b. Adjusting 1) EJJ b appropriately gives ) SE f dpbl < E whenever 
II Ellb is sufficiently small. On the other hand if 6 > 0 is a bound for 
{ IIE f,,dp): no N} then we have Jf,fdpbJ c&/2 +6, which proves (iv) 
when 3.1 is taken into account. Q.E.D. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let f: T -+ X. We say that f is pb essentially bounded 
on EzT if 
where the infimum is taken over all ~b-null sets. 
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3.6. THEOREM. A pb essentially bounded ,ub-measurable function f is 
integrable over each E E 9 with (1 El( b c 00. Moreover 
Proof Let (f,) be a sequence of simple processes that define f: Let 
krzN be fixed and M=esssup,.. (f(s)l. Consider the functions h,, 
n < 1, 2,..., where 
k(s) =fn(s) if If,(s)1 GM+ l/k 
=;f$ (M+ l/k) if Ifn(s)I > M+ l/k. 
Note that (h,) is a sequence of simple processes. There is a pb-null set B, 
such that {sEE:I~(s)I>M+~/~}~B~. So {s~E:If,(s)l>M+l/k}c 
{SEE: If(s)-fn(s)D1/2k}uBk. Hence {s E E: I h,(s) -f(s)1 2 E} s 
{s~E:If,(s)-f(s)J3~}uB~u{s~E: If(s)-fn(s)I>1/2k}. So h,+fin 
,ub-measure on E. So we can assume that our sequences of simple processes 
is uniformly bounded. This shows that 3.l(i, a) is satisfied and as 
llEllb < co, 3.l(i, b) is automatically satisfied (take E!). Finally, taking n 
large enough and using 3.3 and 2.4(iv), 
for a given E > 0. As this holds for each k E N the result follows. 
The next result concludes our section on general theory. 
Q.E.D. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let j T --) X and f,, fi ,... be elements of Zb(T). Suppose 
that 
(i) ( fn) converges to f in pb-measure. 
(ii) V’E > 0 36 > 0: EE 9 and 11 El1 b < 6 then Vn I jEf,d,ubl c E 
(iii) V’E > 0 ~FE 9: llFllb < 0~) and if GEM and GcT\F then 
VnIjGfnd~bl <E. 
Then f~ Zb(T) and for E E 9 
Moreover this limit is uniform for E E 9. 
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Proof For each n E IV there is a simple process g, such that 
)I{sET: Ifn(S)-gn(S)I>,2-“}11b<2-” and ($w+.4~ <2-” 
uniformly for EE 9 (3.3). Now, 
{SET: Ig,b)-fb)l>2~}~ (SET: Ig,(s)-f,(s)1 a} 
u {SET: V-,,(S)-f(s)1 3~) 
and SO g, +f in #-measure. So f is #-measurable. Now the sequence ( gn) 
satisfies 3.1(a) because for E E 9 
and (f,,) satisfy (ii) of the hypothesis. To see that 3.1(b) holds we choose 
FEN in 3.7(ii) for 42 and using (*) discard finitely many terms of the 
sequence (g,) so that the remaining terms satisfy 3.1(b). This shows that f 
is #‘-integrable and 3.3 indicates that VEER 
Q.E.D. 
3.8. Remark. Each of the results of this section has its left-belated coun- 
terpart. 
If we allow the degenerate case Vcr X, = X then the belated semivariation 
is just the semivariation (with respect o X). And the belated integral is just 
the Bartle integral associated with (T, 9, p). 
4. EXAMPLES OF BELATED INTEGRALS 
4.1. Contraction Integral in a Probability Gauge Space [4] 
Let (dM), a E T, be an increasing family of finite von Neumann algebras 
acting on a fixed Hilbert space S and which satisfy: 
(i) if LX, <a, then J&& is a von Neumann subalgebra of SZ&; 
(ii) J& = (lJ,da)” is finite; 
(iii) n,,. dfl= 4. 
Let 4 be a faithful normal finite trace on ~4~ with 4(I) = 1. We write 
LP(da), 1 <p < 00, o! ET, to denote the non-commutative Lebesgue spaces 
Cl31 associated with the pair (4, 4). We note that 
Lp(z&) c Lp(cpy4az) E Lp(.&) for 0 < CX, < IY.~ ,<T and that the conditional 
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expectation M,: LP(&) + LP(da) exists and satisfies the properties listed in 
[ 121. A family (X,), a ET of elements of Ll(&) is a process if X, E L’(d). 
A process (X,) is a martingale if M,,(X,,) = Xa,, a, <u,. 
We note that the elements of LP(&r) are a subspace of the set M(&r) of 
all densely defined closed operators affiliated with &r. Under sfrong sum 
and strong product M(.&) forms a topological *-algebra. Hereafter we use 
sum and product in this sense without comment. The spaces LP(dm) are 
generalisations of the Lp spaces of measure theory and they share many of 
their important features (see [13]). Let us now relate this to the context 
described in Section 1. We take (Jil’,) to be our “nest” of normed spaces 
(X,) in Section 1. For Y and 2 we take L*(,cS,). We note immediately that 
the product of A E &r and XE L*(s&) satisfies (JAXJ12 < II-4 1) m IIXl12 and is 
bilinear. Let (x,) be an L*-martingale bounded in L*. Since (x,) is bounded 
it converges in L* to some xl E L*(J&) as a + T [ 11. For 0 ,< s G t < T 
define dx((s, t]) =x,-x,. This function extends to sets that are finite (dis- 
joint) unions of left open right closed intervals. Let 8 denote the field of 
subsets of (0, T] generated by such sets. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. The set function dx has finite right-belated semi- 
variation with respect to (J&) on (0, T]. 
Proof: First let 0 < s < t and A E 4. Then 
II&, - XJI: = #((xt - x,)*A*axt -%I) 
G 11412, $((x,--x,)*(xt--x,)) 
by Holder’s inequality. Using the martingale property we get 
II,4(xl -xJ: G llA112,~(lx,12 - 1x,1*). If we now consider a sum such as 
c, +, -x,,-,) with then 
11 IIAjlli,~(lx~12-Ix~,-~12) 
A,=$, Il~,~,(x,,-x,,_,)lI:6 
because the “cross terms” in 
~{(~jA,(x9-x,,_,)*(~iA,(x,-x,,-,))} vanish when the conditional 
expectation Mmax(,,-,, ‘,-, > is taken inside the trace 4. The last inequality 
may be rewritten 
(**I 
where f(s) = 1 A xc”)- and dl (X)1 is the Stieltjes measure obtained 
from s + d( I x, $).‘Tg]ki’hg’the supremum in the manner described in (1.02) 
shows that II@, ‘UllS;x G 4(I xl* - Ixo12) = IIx~-x~II~. Q.E.D. 
So d( (X) I is a control measure for II * II h. The relation ( * * ) looks iden- 
tical to the contraction property of the non-commutative stochastic integral 
described in [4]. There is however a slight difference. In [4] the nest of 
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von Neumann algebras is continuous, i.e., 4.l(iii) is augmented with 
(U 8<m g,)” = a,. The effect of this is to make (x,) continuous as a map 
T + L2(&) and therefore d ) (X)( is non-atomic. In the context of 4.1 we 
are only assured of right L2 continuity of (x,) so that d I (X)1 may have 
atoms (because #(I x,12) may have jumps). 
Bearing in mind the definition of dxb-integrability, the fact that 
d )(X)!(T) < m, and 2.9-2. 15 we can see that the dUxb-integrable 
functions contain the processes in the set 9 (Definition 3.4 of (4)] and that 
the d-x-belated integral and the non-commutative stochastic integral coin- 
cide. 
4.2. The It&Clifford Integral 
This is a particular case of that given in 4.1. However, the extra features 
of this situation allow far stronger results to be obtained. Our nest of von 
Neumann algebras is now the Clifford filtration (%&), aE T constructed as 
in [2]. The Clifford filtration is continuous in the sense described in 4.1. 
Once again we have the non-commutative LP-spaces associated to (G$, m ), 
where m is the trace obtained from the Fock vacuum (see [2]). We take 
the nest (X,) of Section 1 to be (L2(Va)), Y=%& = (u, 97%)” and 
X= Z = L’(‘ik;). Just as in Section 4.1 we will define a set function via a 
martingale. The field will be 9 as in Section 1. We refer the reader to Sec- 
tions 1,2, and 3 of [2] for a more complete explanation of the following. 
The Clifford algebra %& is generated by the fermion fields Y(z) where 
2 E Lc (T, ds). (For each z E Lc (T, ds) there is a bounded operator, Y(= ), 
acting on the antisymmetric Fock space associated with Lg(T, ds).) If r is 
real valued Y(z) is self-adjoint and the canonical anticommutation 
relations of quantum field theory yield the relation 
Y(;,=(fT li12) 1, where I is identity operator. (4.21 ) 
Another very nice fact is that (Y(+,, .])), a E T is a martingale. We consider 
the set function on 9 given by 
@‘(Es, [I)= Y,(z)- Y’s(z), O<s<t<T 
dWY((s))=O, 
where Yu,(z) = Y(z,r,,,), 0 d t 6 T. 
4.22. PROPOSITION. The measure dY has finite belated semivariation with 
respect o (L2(gE)) ouer T. 
Proof. As in 4.1 we consider a sum like x, A, ( Y, - Y,,- , ) with 
O<t,<t,< ... G t, = T and A, E L’(%$, -,). We have 
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~~,cY~,-IP,-,,/I:=~m((Y~,-Y~,-,)(A,l*(~,,-r,~~)) i 
(because “off diagonal” terms vanish as before) 
=~m(lA,1*(Y,,-Y~,-,)*) becausem(.)isatrace, 
=f: m(lA,12)~tr,, Ms)l*~~ by(4.21) 
I 
= s T llf(m W), 
where we have written f(s) = C, A,x~+,,~,,(s) and v(E) = SE I4s)l’ for 
EEF. Q.E.D. 
We may rewrite the essential part of this result as 
llifodY5~~~=jT IIf(~)ll:dv(s). (4.23) 
This is the isometry property of the It&Clifford integral. Taking the 
supremum as in (1.02) shows that II . /I S;Y = m. As in 4.4 one can verify 
that the It&-Clifford and dYb integrals are the same and that 3.1 gives the 
same class of integrands as the Ito-Clifford theory. 
The Clifford filtration provides us with an example of a measure with 
infinite semivariation (1.01) but finite belated semivariation. Let z in our 
discussion above be the function s + 1 E @, so that Yz = Y(xCo,r,). We have 
IICS, w&=0--s)“*. But if we let t, = Tj/n, 1 ,<j< n, then put 
x, = (n/T)“*Y(P(Xr ,,-,, 1,,) and note that llxll Ix) < 1, we have 
so that the semivariation of dY with respect o L’(%+) is infinite. Note that 
X, E $ (rather than VZf,-,) so the sum we considered is not a belated sum We 
can also provide an example of how 3.3 fails by using ( Yu,). Let us consider 
the function s + h YS. Now (4.21) indicates that h: T + Gf$ is II . (I*- 
continuous. Taking f(s) = I and z = 1 in 4.22 shows that II . II iIp = m, 
where ,I is Lebesgue measure. Consider h on [0, 11. Using uniform con- 
tinuity we can show that the simple functions k,(s) = 
C:=o Niln) X[l/n,(i+ l),,,,(s) and r,(s) = Z=o h((i+ 1)/2) x[~/~,c,+ IJ,~I(S) con- 
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verge to h pb-a.u. on [O, I] and hence in measure. Furthermore (k,) and 
(r,) satisfy 3.l(a, b) because h is I( . (I ,-uniformly continuous and I) . II& = 
,/; A. Observe that 
but h(s) is just P’, so the sum is 
Clearly 1; k, d!P and j; n r d’Y cannot converge to the same element of 
L2(wT). This demonstrates that we cannot extend our definition of 
integrability to functions “delined by” a sequence of simple functions 
(rather than simple processes) because the integral would not be well 
defined as the limit of integrals of simple things. 
4.3. Integration under Standing Hypothesis 
(i) In [5] there is a discussion of processes that satisfy the “standing 
hypotheses” of McShane [ 111 (and below). 
One can integrate suitable processes with respect o processes that satisfy 
the standing hypothesis. It turns our that this is a further example of the 
belated integral. The context is that of 4.1 with 4.l(iii) augmented with the 
condition (upcz J&)” = dms,; i.e., the nest of the von Neumann algebras is 
continuous. 
4.3 1. DEFINITION. Let 2 <p d cxj. An L2 process (x,) is said to satisfy 
the standing hypotheses (p) if 3kE (0, ZG) VSE [0, 7’1 and VIE [0, T] with 
O<t-s<l we have 
With such an L2 process one defines a finitely additive set function on the 
held ?J comprising sets that are finite disjoint unions of left closed right 
open subintervals of [0, T) by setting 
dx( [s, t)) = x, - x,, O<s<t. 
Recall that p 2 2. Let q be such that l/p + l/q = +. We note immediately 
that there is a bilinear mulitplication between elements of Lp and elements 
of Lq satisfying I[.xY(~~< IIx)lp. IIyllq [7]. We let the nest (X,) of Section 1 
be LP(dx) and put Y= Lq(df) (with d.r corresponding to p) and 
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Z= L2(d7). The conclusion of a sequence of Lemmas in Sections 1 and 2 
of [S] is the following. 
4.32. THEOREM (Corollary 2.4 of [S]). Let h: [0, T] -+ Ly(a&) be a 3 
simple process. Then 
(*) 
where C = 2KT”* + Kli2. 
Bearing in mind the definition of 1: dx,h(s), this result shows that dx has 
finite left-belated semivariation with respect to (LJ.&)) on [0, T]. Accor- 
dingly we can form the ‘dx-integral of L4(dT)-valued processes given by 
the “left analogue” of 3.1. The left integral under standing hypothesis (p) is 
extended to the set of processes in L*( [O, T], ds, L’(&)). The relation (*) 
in 4.32 shows that ‘llElldX < Cm, where EE ?J and A is Lebesgue 
measure. It is a routine matter to show that the left-belated and the (left) 
integral under standing hypothesis (p) agree and that the class of bdx- 
integrable functions contains the processes in L’( [0, T], ds, L4(&T)). 
(ii) A version of McShane’s integral is employed in 191. With some 
restrictions this version of McShane’s integral is another example of the 
belated integral. (In fact the integral of Definition B(III), Section 1, of [9] 
is called a belated integral by the author of [9].) 
Let (52, F, p) be a probability space. We consider an increasing filtration 
of o-algebras (F,), t E [a, b] c R’ + : F,, c Ft2 s F if t, < t2. Let G1 ,..., G, and 
H be separable complex Hilbert spaces and denote by Y”(52, F(,,, p, G,) 
the linear space of maps f: 52 + G,-measurable with respect to F,,,. Let z’, 
1~ i<q, denote maps 2’: [a, b] + ,Lp’(Q, F, p, G,) and suppose 
B: [a, b] x !J + L( (Gi): H). Here L((G,): H) denotes the set of continuous 
q-linear maps from KY= 1 G, into H. In what follows vector-valued functions 
occur. We use 1.1 to denote the norm in a particular vector space (which 
should be clear from the context). Vector-valued functions, f, will be 
Bochner integrable [S] and we write, for r B 1 
Ilfllr=(~~ lflr,)lir. 
The following conditions are required of our processes. 
Condition A(r). (i) For 1 < i < q and t E [a, b], z’(t) E P’(Q, F(, ,u, G,); 
i.e., z’ is adapted to (F,). 
(ii) For l<i<q, 3K>O 36>O:a<s<t<b and t-s<6 then for 
p-almost every 0 E 52 
IM,(z’(t)-z’(s))J<K(t-s) 
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and for TEN+ 
M,((z’(t)-z’(s)(2P)~K(t-S), p = 1) 2 )...) r. 
Here M,( . ) denotes the conditional expectation operator 
and 1.1 the norm in G, (we have omitted the dependence on G,). 
Condition B(p). For t E [a, 61, B, Er B(t, .) is an element of 
y2P(Q, F,, ,u, L((G,); H)) and the map t + (IB,I( zP is continuous. 
Now let a<t,,<t2< ... <t”+,=b and At,=t,+,-t,, A:;= 
?(t,+,)--l’(t,). Suppose B, E -5?‘(sZ, F,,p, L((G,: H)). 
4.33. LEMMA (III, Sect. 2, Corollary 2, of [9]). rf z’, 1 6 id q, satisft, 
A(q) with constants K and 6 and max,( t, + , - f,) < ci then 
where /? = 2K(b - a)“2 + K1 2. 
This is another result about belated semivariation of a vector measure. 
To see this put X,,) = ~2(Q. F(,,, ,B, L((G,: H)) and let Y = X;l= , H, where 
f-f,={ z; z:[a, b] --) g’(sZ, F, ~1, G,) and z is adapted to (Ff)>. Let ?. 
1 < i 6 q, satisfy A(q) and define a measure on subintervals of [a, b] by 
dz( [s, t], = (z’(r)-z’(s), z’(f) - I’(S)....). 
Let the multiplication on Xx Y be defined by B. z = B(z) so that 
B(z) E Y2(sZ, F, p, H) = Z (of Section 1). The lemma above shows that dz 
has finite-belated semivariation with respect to (X,) on [a, b]. We note 
immediately that if (B,) satisfies B( 1) then it is dzb-integrable. Theorem 3 of 
III, Section 3 of [9] indicates that the belated integral of (B,) coincides 
with that defined in [9]. 
Remark. In the lemma it was stipulated that the mesh of the partition 
should be less than 6. This does not affect the issue, for any simple process 
may be written as C, B,,xr *,,,, +,) with max, I t, + , - t, I < 6. 
4.4. Quasi-free Integrals for the CAR 
We take our notation from [3], in particular Sections 1 and 2. So let A 
(resp. A,) denote the CAR C*-algebra over L2(iR’) (resp. L*([O, t])). Let 
X (resp. JQ denote the Hilbert space given by AQR (resp. A,QR). Here sZR 
is the GNS vector corresponding to the quasi-free state on A given by 
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w(b*(u) b(v)) = (u, Ru), u, u c L2(R + ), and R E B1 (Z.‘( R + )) + is equivalent 
to multiplication by some function p( . ) (see Section 2 of [3]), 
We can consider A, as a subalgebra of A and z as a closed subspace 
of H. Let XI=alB*(u,)+cczZ3(u,), with u~=ux~~,~), UEL~,(R+), be the 
A-valued martingale of Section 3 Definition 3.1, of [3]. Define 
V([s,t])=X,-XSEA, V({s>,=O; O,<sgt. 
Consider the pairing Xx A +X given by (<, a) +a<, and let {K},,, 
define the filtration of X. 
4.41. LEMMA. For each bounded IE 9, V has finite belated semivariation 
over I In fact IJI(Ib,=p(I)“*, where p is the measure dp(s) = 
{la112(l -P(S))+ Ia212h)) Ids)l*d s, where 0 < p(s) < 1, determines the 
quasi-free state on the CAR algebra. 
Proof: Let Z= U,“= I I, be a partition of I into disjoint intervals Z,. Let 
t, = inf I,, t’, = sup I,. Then for any t, E &, with I <, 1 < 1 we have 
14 V(I",I'=l~ (X,-x,,i,l' 
GE dp=p(I). s 
J I, 
Taking 4; = O,, we have 
Hence ~~1~~ “, = p(I)“2. Q.E.D. 
So p is a control measure for V and the results of Section 2 apply. Accor- 
dingly for any bounded interval ZG R + there is a class of @-integrable 
functions on I Now as IIEllt= p(E)‘12 for EE 9 it follows that for any 
A E Z that ~~A~~~~ is small if and only if its outer p-measure is small. So a 
VbO-measurable process is a p-measurable process and conversely. By 2.15 
1) . I[$ is countably subadditive on the power set of I. It follows from 2.7 
that a sequence converging in VbO-measure has a subsequence converging 
Vbu-a.e. We shall use this fact in our next result. 
4.42. THEOREM. Let Ic [w be a finite interval. Then f: Z + X is VbO- 
integrable on I if and only iff is a process in p2(I, dp; 3) (i.e., if and only if 
f E Y2(Z, dp; %) and f (s) E 2; p.a.e. on I). 
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Proof. Suppose that f is V’Gntegrable on I. The,1 there is a sequence 
(g,) of simple X-valued processes on I such that g, +f on I in Vbu- 
measure, and j, g, dVbu converges in X to J,fdVhu. Hence (j, g, dVbO) is a 
Cauchy sequence in X. But j, g, dVbO = J dVg, = J dXg,, the stochastic 
integral as given in [3 3. By the isometry property [3], we have 
If follows that (g,) is a Cauchy sequence in sP’(I, dp; X). Hence there 
exists FEY”(I) dp; 2) such that F(.Y)E%; p-a.e. on I and g, -+ F in 
U’(I. dp; #). Thus there is a subsequence ( g,z,) with gnk + F p-a.e. on 1. 
Now g,, +f in Vbu-measure, and hence there is a subsequence (g,,,) such 
that g,, -f Vbm-a.e. on I (by Proposition 3.7). By the lemma, it follows that 
F = f Via-a.e. 
Conversely, suppose that fe 6p2(I, dp; X) with f(s) E e p-a.e. on 1. 
Then we know [3] that there is a sequence (g,) of simple processes on I 
such that g, -f in 6p2(I, dp; 2). Hence g, -.f in p-measure. By the 
lemma, it follows that g, +fin I/bfl-measure. It remains to show that (g,) is 
uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to Vh. By the isometry 
property, for EG I, EE 9, 1 SE g, dVhO ( = {SE lg,, 1’ dp }’ ‘. Hence for given 
&>O 
{j~/J2d~]1’2~{~, l,.-fl~~~}‘i+{~~~,~,2~~~‘~ 
<&+{jElf124}‘2 for all sufficiently large n, 
< 2E for sufficiently small p( 15). 
Hence {SE (g,j2dp)‘i2 -+ 0 as p(E) -+ 0 uniformly in n. By the lemma, we 
deduce that SE g, dVbO + 0 as I(E(( 9 -+ 0 uniformly in n. Thus .f is Vh”- 
integrable on I. 
4.43. COROLLARY. 
i,f dVbn, 
For an?, process fc U’(i, dp; &), we have j, dXf = 
where fI dXf is the left-stochastic integral of (the class determined 
by) f as constructed in [3]. 
Proof: We have seen that a process f is Vha-integrable over I if and only 
if fe U2(Z, dp; X). Using Theorem 3.3 and the definition of the left- 
stochastic integral the result follows. Q.E.D. 
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4.44. Remark. The right integral can be obtained by considering the 
pairing X x A --* X, (5, a) + -Tar, where r implements the parity 
automorphism /I [3]. 
Suppose that the quasi-free state has no Fock part. Let X+ , , etc., be as 
in [33. 
We consider the A-valued measure V as before, but now we wish to con- 
sider X+ r-valued integrands, and z?+ ,-valued integrals. 
There is a pairing A2, xA --) sY+~ given by (JAI,, a) + axS2,, where 
ASZR is considered as a (dense) subset of A?+ ,. We will consider the 
filtration {A,SZR},, u+ of &?+1. 
4.45. PROPOSTITION. Let E E 9. Then 
~(l.~l2+1.~~‘)1’2~(E)“2~llEllb,4(la~l2+l.~li)”2~~(~)“2, 
where d, = ) u(s)/ 2 ds. 
ProoJ Let E = u, I, be a partition of E into disjoint intervals and let 
ti=infI,, tJ=supZ,. Then, for x,“At with Ilx,QRJl+rdl, we have 
II ‘c vJx,R,12 =‘x (X,;-xt,)x,R,~~I J I (1 I+1 / 
= s E II-+) f-a;,, d (s) 
by the isometry property, Theorem 4.1 of [3], where x(s) = 1, xl,(s) xJaR 
and d,(~)=l~(~)I~~~~~~(~~,,~~+~~~,~,~dl’=(I~~I~+I~~l~~~(~~. Taking 
xJ = (I/$). Z gives 
IlEllbva ’ 112 ~(la,(~+ Ia212)“2y(E) . Q.E.D. 
4.46. THEOREM. f: I+ ;X;, is V%ntegrable over a finite interval I if and 
only if f~ fj,, (0, here !iji,,, (4 is defined as in Definition 4.2 of [3]. 
Moreover the stochastic integral II dXf is equal to the belated integral 
1 f dVb. (St rlc . tl y speaking we should consider the class off in Bp.d (I).) 
Proof Follow the argument of 4.42. Q.E.D. 
4.5. Quasi-free Integrals for the CCR 
Let T E L,$(W’ ), T > 0, and let g be the cyclic vector corresponding to 
the CCR quasi-free state given by 
oAa*(f) a(g)) = JOa rb)f 6s) g(s) ds 
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forf, g in the domain of the multiplication by rlc2 on L2( IF! + ). Let d be the 
unital polynomial algebra generated by the a*(f), u(g) in the cyclic 
representation given by &2 and where f, g run over the domain of r’!‘, and 
.q that subalgebra of 9 where the f and g are restricted to have support in 
[0, t]. For details see [3]. Put X= 9%, X, = 9$), Y = 9’ and Z = 9%. We 
observe that 9% is normed but not complete. The pairing is I E X, ~7 E Y, 
(x, y) + yx E .&2. Define V by 
V([s, t])= Y,- Y, E 9, V(,,s),=O, 
where Y, =a, A:(u) + a2A,(u), where A3~)=a*(X[o.I,.~), A,= 
a(~ t0. 11 . u), and u E L&, (IR + ). One can establish the following analogues of 
the results in 4.414.46 with similar proofs. For the notation and further 
details we refer to [ 3 1. 
4.5 1. PROPOSITION. Let E e p. Then I( E(( t, = v(E) ’ ‘, u,here 
dv=~Ja,1’(1+r(s))+Ia2125(s)~ Iu(s)I’ds. 
Proo$ Just use the isometry property Theorem 5.8 of [3]. Q.E.D. 
4.52. THEOREM. f is Vha-integrable on a finite interval I lff f is a process 
in dp’(I, d\l; X). The belated integral is equal to the stochastic integral. 
Now take X=9%2&#+,, Y=b, Z=K?cX+,, where r>O and .Xt-, 
is the Sobolev space given by the modular operator for sl. Then we have 
4.53. LEMMA. For EE 9 
where f(E) = jE (1 + 2t(s)) h(s). 
Proof. Use the isometry property for -X, ,--Theorem 6.6 of [3]. 
4.54. THEOREM. f is Vba-integrable over a bounded interval I iff f belongs 
to (a class in) !+jj,,,(I). (See [3] for the definition of $,,,(I).) 
4.55. The It8 Integral with respect to Brownian Motion 
As noted in [3], a special case of the quasi-free CCR stochastic integral 
reduces to an It8 stochastic integral. 
Indeed, take t=O, u= 1, aI=a2= 1. Let ~s=a*(~~o.sl)+a(~yo,sl). Then 
(4, : s E Iw } is a family of jointly Gaussian random variables with mean 
zero and cov(d,, 4,) = min{s, t}. Let X=9(4) 52 = 2, Y= 9(4), ,- = 
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P(d) D = X with filtration 3:(d) a},, R of X, where P,(d) denotes the set of 
polynomials in 4, for s f t, and P(4) = u, 3 (4). 
Let I+‘( [s, t 1) = 4, - d,, W( {s} ) = 0, define a vector measure on 9. Let 
EE 9. Then if E = U, I, is a finite partition of E into intervals, we have, for 
x, E Pt,(@), Ilx,QII ,< 1, where t, = inf Z,, 
where t; = sup Z, 
= c Ilx,Ql124Z,) s 4E), where 2 = Lebesgue measure. 
Taking xi to be the identity operator gives IIEll6,, = A(E)‘i2. Moreover, as 
before, f is W%ntegrable on Z if and only if f is (in a class) in 
R(Z, ds; P(4)); and the I@-integral is equal to the CCR stochastic integral 
which is equal to the It6 stochastic integral off: 
4.6. Concluding Remarks 
We have looked at one way of generalising the construction of the 
belated integral and it did not work. If f is an elementary process, e.g., 
f(s) = .x~~~,,~~,(s) then we require x E X,, . The idea of the generalisation is to 
allow x to belong to some X, for a E [tl, t,] but not necessarily X,, . More 
precisely let a choice function be a map 8: [w2 + [w such that f3(x, y) = 
0( J, x) and 0(x, y) E [x, J+], If Z is an interval with a = inf Z, b = sup Z then 
f?(Z) g f?(a, 6) E Zu {a, b ). We generalise 1) . 11’ to the B-semivariation; that 
is, for EEF 
IIJ%,~ = SUP C x,14 , 
I/ I 
where the supremum is taken over partitions {I,} of E, into intervals Z, and 
over all choices of x, E X0(,,) with 1 x, I 6 1. The definition of O-simple 
functions now follows. But such functions are nof a linear space-an essen- 
tial piece of structure for the belated integral. To see this consider the 
following. 
EXAMPLE. Let WA 11)=8. LetyEXB\UorcBXa; thenf(s)=yzro,tl(s) 
is O-simple. Let g(s) = x1 xco, 8, (s) + x2xcB, ,(s) be a e-simple process. The 
pointwise sum of f and g is (x1 +y) ~t~,~,(s) + (x2 +v) xrsV ,,(s). But 
x, f y E X,, so if inf I< e(Z) <sup Z for each interval Z then f + g is not 
e-simple. 
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